
Teclast P40HD Tablet 10.1" 8/128 GB LTE WiFI (grey) Ref: 6940709685266
Tablet Teclast  P40HD 10.1" 8/128 GB LTE WiFI  Grey

Teclast P40HD Gray 10.1" Tablet
The Teclast P40HD tablet combines modern technology with elegant design. This lightweight and slim tablet features a 10.4-inch fully
laminated TDDI  display  that  delivers  vibrant  and crisp  images  with  a  resolution  of  2000 x  1200 and a  wide  178°  viewing  angle.  With
Android  13  onboard,  an  advanced  Unisoc  T606  processor,  and  an  impressive  7200mAh  battery,  the  Teclast  P40HD  is  the  perfect
companion for work, entertainment, and everyday use.
 
High-Quality Display
The Teclast P40HD tablet's display represents the pinnacle of modern technology. The 10.4-inch TDDI screen with a resolution of 2000 x
1200  pixels  provides  incredibly  detailed  and  vibrant  visuals.  The  innovative  T-Colour3.0  color  optimization  technology  enhances  color
intensity  and  naturalness,  significantly  improving  the  user's  visual  experience.  Additionally,  the  wide  178°  viewing  angle  allows
comfortable screen viewing from various perspectives without compromising image quality. The 120Hz refresh rate ensures smooth and
sharp motion, which is particularly important for playing dynamic games or watching movies.
 
Minimalist Design
The Teclast P40HD tablet stands out with its simple, minimalist design featuring straight edges and rounded corners for added elegance
and ease of grip. The slim 8-millimeter bezels maximize screen space utilization, essential for work and entertainment comfort. The fully
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laminated TDDI display with a 120Hz refresh rate ensures exceptional image quality and smooth motion.
 
Android 13
Android 13 offers  users  extensive customization options and enhanced security.  Intuitive multitasking,  improved parental  control,  and
increased privacy are just some of the benefits of this system. Thanks to Android 13, using the Teclast P40HD becomes safer and more
tailored to individual needs.
 
High Performance with Unisoc T606 Processor
The heart of the tablet is the Unisoc T606 processor with eight cores, ensuring smooth operation even with demanding applications and
games. The combination of two A75 cores running at 1.6GHz and six power-efficient A55 cores, along with Mali-G57 graphics clocked at
650MHz, guarantees fast and efficient performance.
 
Storage Capacity and Battery Life
The 7200mAh battery in the Teclast P40HD provides an impressive battery life. Users can enjoy 8.5 hours of internet browsing, 6.5 hours
of gaming, 12 hours of reading eBooks, or 9 hours of movie watching on a single charge. This makes the tablet perfect for long trips or
intensive daily use.
 
Multimedia and Security
The dual 13-megapixel  AI  camera enhances focus speed, improving the quality of  photos and videos.  Additionally,  the tablet supports
facial unlocking, adding an extra layer of security and convenience.
 
SWEET 4 Digital Audio Amplifier
The tablet features a simple, minimalist design with straight edges and rounded corners. The cameras and LED are symmetrically placed
in  the  upper  left  corner.  The  black  bezels  surrounding  the  screen  are  only  8mm  thick,  allowing  for  comfortable  work  and  immersion
during play.
 
 
Specifications
BrandTeclast
ModelP40HD
ColorGray
Display Size10.4''
Display Resolution2000 x 1200
Display TypeFully Laminated TDDI
Refresh Rate120Hz
Operating SystemAndroid 13
BluetoothYes, version 5.0
ProcessorUnisoc T606
Graphics ProcessorMali-G57 650MHz
RAM8GB (expandable to 16GB)
Internal Storage128GB
microSD Card SlotYes, up to 1TB
Battery Capacity7200mAh
Rear Camera13MP
Front Camera8MP
VoLTEYes
3.5mm Headphone JackYes
SIM Card Slot, microSDYes
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Weight460g
Thickness7.5mm

Price:

€ 202.00

IT Accessories, Tablets
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